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5 Students Put On 'Dirty Rotten Scoundrels'
~w
~ By ALAN ZEITLIN
w
UJ
z In a way, all actors are like con artists. If they're
::::J
UJ good, they take your money and you think they're
~ actually someone else. Of course, in the theater,
<t: the audience wants to be fooled into forgetting the
ffi difference between the actors and their charac-
tr: tel's. "Dirty Rotten Scoundrels" is a tough musical
It because of some difficult roles. The show is based
~ on the 1988 film version, which featured the icon-
w ic duo ofMichael Caine and Steve Martin. For the
2:o show to be credible, you need one male to be a
~ crafty veteran and the other to transform from a
o slick and coolguy to someone who is possessed by
": a foolish, hyperactive, infantile baboon. It also
~ requires a female who can show a sweet inno-
:ll1 cence, while maintaining some street smarts that
~ others take for granted.
N Seniors Tyler Van Brussel and Dylan Nagler
~ and junior Courtney Lee proved to be more than
up to the task in Fort Hamilton High School's
production of the musical about two con artists
who bet they can bilk a small fortune out of a
dame. Van Brussel fit the bill of Lawrence
Jameson, with a wit and bravado beyond his
years. His rich voice fortified the foundation of
the show and he displayed great endurance in an
exhausting role. As Lawrence's swindling stu-
dent, Freddy, Nagler was the star of the show
with a captivating performance that showcased a
multitude of talents. Nagler showed off his vocal
chops in "Great Big Stuff," a showstopper, which

was the best song of the musical. With the swag-
ger of a rock star, he moved across the stage liked
he owned it and he let it fly with the confidence
of someone who had been there before. He also
gave "Love is My Legs" the epic feel it needed as
the climax where Freddy regains gets his "abili-
ty" to walk. Nagler easily handled a wheelchair,
on-stage costume changes and yodeling, while
executing well-crafted gyrations and gesticula-
tions as "Ruprecht."
After a woman named Jolene falls for Lawrence

and wants to get married, he realizes he has to
get rid ofher. Lawrence convinces Freddy to pose
as his repulsive brother, Ruprecht. The plan
works and she is scared off When they both fight

over the beautiful Christine Colgate (Courtney
Lee), they agree on a bet. Whoever can get
$50,000 out of her first wins and stays. The loser
has to leave Beaumont Sur Mer, near the French
Riviera. Freddy dresses up in an Army uniform
and tells Christine he needs the dough for med-
ical purposes to help him walk again. And she
buys it, or so it seems.
Lee's sweet voice gave "Nothing Is Too

Wonderful To Be True" a cozy feel and she blend-
ed nicely in harmonies with Nagler. Lee's facial
expressions and charm hit the mark. Junior
Katelyn Hanrehan wowed the crowd with a sig-
nature performance of "Oklahoma," complete
with the proper sass and southern twang. Senior
Michael Squitieri provided a pitch-perfect per-
formance as Andre, with an intelligence and flair,
while senior Antenetta Marshall was an impos-
ing presence on the stage as Muriel, a woman
who wants more than a fling. Van Brussel and
Nagler also showed impressive breath control in
songs that moved at a bottleneck pace.
The choreography was stunning, with many

characters spinning on stage in symmetry, while
the costumes ranged from lavish dresses to
authentic bell-boy uniforms. "The More We
Dance," proved to be such an infectious song that
you had to tap your foot.
Directed by William Coulter, the show leaped

over the hurdles without stumbling. And the cast
made sure to give the people what they want: a
big risk and a big reward.


